
Demystifying Sales  
Enablement: How to  
Plan for the Next Normal
What You Need to Know to Drive Long-Term Results



Planning for the Next Normal
Sellers are working harder than ever—and sales enablement has  
never been more important than it is today.

The business of sales has been completely disrupted by COVID-19 and  
the resulting shutdown. At the start of the pandemic, you may have shifted 
overnight to virtual selling, with the expectation of returning to normal 
within a month or two. Experts now say we’re not going back to the way 
business was done.

But the processes and tactics you put in place in the spring likely weren’t 
designed for the long term, and sales teams have often had to learn  
on-the-fly how to succeed when in-person meetings aren’t possible. It’s 
time to figure out what works in this new world and what doesn’t.

Why are some companies thriving in the current  
environment while others are falling behind?

The secret is modern sales enablement that’s designed for virtual teams. 
Today’s winners are mastering virtual selling with an up-to-date approach 
to content, tools, and knowledge to help their sales teams succeed. But 
knowing how to pivot to a modern approach isn’t obvious. 
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Given its powerful impact on the bottom line, sales enablement 
is no longer optional. It’s a crucial element for survival, growth, 
and success in the new economy. This eBook will show you the 
elements of modern sales enablement and how you can upgrade 
your current approach for long-term success.

You need to plan for our “next normal.” According to Forrester 
Senior Analyst Mary Shea, “There's already a pretty significant 
gap between what buyers expect in terms of their experiences 
and most selling organizations’ ability to deliver against that.” 
So, if you aren't currently modernizing your sales enablement 
approach, you don’t have a moment to delay.

What is Modern Sales Enablement?
When’s the last time you learned a new skill? If you’re like most, probably 
very recently. Statistics show that learning is at an all-time high during 
the pandemic. We’re trying new crafts, new recipes, new exercises—not to 
mention everything we’ve grasped about working remotely.

You probably used a lot of different tactics to learn these new skills: 
watching a video, asking a friend, practicing until you got it right. You 
probably relied on your phone, laptop, or tablet to find out more and help 
you improve.

Using today’s technology in the pursuit of learning has become second 
nature. But only at home. For many of us, the tools we use in our personal 
lives aren’t available at work. But that’s changing. Modern technology is 
disrupting sales enablement—for the better.

That’s the difference between traditional and modern sales enablement. 
Sales enablement means empowering your sales organization with the right 
tools, content, and information to sell successfully. It’s not just sharing the 
latest presentation deck and hoping the sales team will use it. It’s about 
supporting your sellers with the best content, the deepest, most up-to-date 
insights, and the infrastructure to ensure they have the materials they need 
to succeed, exactly when they need them most.

Sellers in traditional training 
forget more than 80% of the 
information within 90 days.
(Harvard Business Review)
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Modern sales enablement leaders use all the tactics 
that are available today to support their sellers with a 
360-degree process. They provide mobile access to content 
whenever sellers need it. They make sure reps understand 
how and when to use each asset. They get qualitative data 
on usage and quantitative feedback on whether collateral is 
succeeding. They connect sellers, managers, and SMEs with 
prospects and buyers along the entire sales cycle to nurture 
and close deals.

If your strategy doesn’t let you do this, you’re using an 
outdated enablement approach that will eventually hold 
you back, if it isn’t already. If you’re not using today’s 
innovations, you’re going to be left behind.

High-performing sales organizations 
are twice as likely to provide ongoing 
training as low-performing ones.  
(SiriusDecisions)
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Learning

Today’s sales enablement 
professionals must provide 
transformative experiences that 
encompass foundational training 
and reinforcement to just-in-
time learning at the moment of 
need. Instead of relying solely on 
courses and exercises, modern 
approaches empower reps with 
learning that bridges the gap 
from training to behavior change.

Content

The ability to create, manage, and 
track sales and marketing collateral 
for reps to access and share on any 
device is the next pillar of modern 
sales enablement. Equipping sellers 
with relevant content in context, 
discoverable at the key moment to 
move business forward, is essential. 
Modern approaches also empower 
enablement managers to activate 
sales collateral with messaging, talk 
tracks, and win stories to highlight 
the best use of the content, and 
recommend deal-specific content 
based on sales stage, competitors, 
and other factors.

Collaboration

Modern sales enablement supports 
rich and engaging collaboration 
without the hassle of travel or 
scheduling live meetings. It fosters 
communication between reps, 
managers, subject matter experts, 
and buyers. The best solutions 
allow peers, experts and coaches 
to exchange and develop strategies 
and best practices to drive deals 
and improve results.

Insight

The most effective sales 
enablement is data-driven. It 
integrates platform dashboards, 
visualizations, and analytics from 
learning, coaching, collateral usage, 
and call performance for a single 
view into employee performance 
drivers. It also measures buyer 
engagement throughout the process 
to tie actions with outcomes. Sales 
enablement professionals gain 
insight into which sales content 
pieces are moving the needle, as 
well as which sales conversation 
topics, learning content, and 
exercises are correlated  
with success.

4 Elements of a Modern Approach
Modern sales enablement contains four pillars: learning, content, collaboration, and insight.  
Here’s how these capabilities work together to form a holistic enablement solution.
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Content In Action > 
Before a prospect meeting, a  
rep can differentiate herself by  
recording and sending a 
personalized video message along 
with a PDF, explaining why the 
asset is helpful and increasing the 
likelihood the prospect will show  
up to the meeting.

Collaboration In Action > 
Reps in different time zones using 
modern sales enablement tools can 
collaborate asynchronously using 
video messaging to harvest intel 
from meetings, inform other deals 
in progress, and share insights.

Insight In Action > 
Managers with modern sales 
enablement tools can review calls 
and practice videos to identify 
coaching opportunities, while 
reps can track prospect activity 
on collateral to understand 
engagement and buying intent.

Learning In Action > 
A rep has completed his or her 
formal training, but needs some 
critical competitive analysis before 
a pitch. With a modern sales 
enablement tool, he or she can 
pull up the most recent insights 
from colleagues and get the  
latest intel to handle objections.

On average, customers engage 
with 11.4 pieces of content 
prior to making a purchase. 
(Forrester)
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A Holistic Approach  
to Sales Enablement
Sales enablement in 2021 will be very  
different from last year. 

How are you going to redesign enablement at your organization to  
meet long-term needs for learning, content, and collaboration?  
You need to take a holistic approach.

With budgets being level-set or cut, sales managers, marketers, and sales 
enablement professionals need to rethink headcount, processes, and tools. 
Being effective will require careful planning to rebalance resources. 

When budgets are tight, cost savings are a top priority. How can you get 
the most out of a smaller spend? Consolidating your tech stack is one great 
approach. Sales reps today use an average of six tools (HubSpot). The most 
popular sales tools include CRM, social prospecting, data and list services, 
email engagement, phone, and sales cadence. Ask yourself, “What tools can 
you retire and still have the same—or even more—capabilities?"

The use of sales enablement 
solutions has grown by 567%  
over the last three years. 
(Smart Selling Tools)
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Replacing siloed tools such as LMS, CMS, coaching / role playing, 
reinforcement, and call coaching with an all-in-one solution is a practical 
decision for a number of reasons. You gain system-wide benefits that  
you're not able to realize unless you have a comprehensive platform.

With a holistic approach you can:
1. Gain a 360-degree view of behavior and content correlated with success, 

instead of making assumptions and drawing correlations based on the 
content reps are sharing or the exercises they performed.

2. Reduce workload with a seamless administration of a single solution 
versus management of multiple separate platforms.

3. Increase user adoption with a frictionless experience for reps who can 
access, create, and share content, get training, and collaborate with  
their teams without switching tools.

4. Cut costs by eliminating subscriptions to redundant tools.

7 in 10 B2B buyers watch a video 
sometime during their buying process. 
(Google)
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Your 2021 Sales  
Enablement Checklist
90% of selling is now virtual.  
Is your sales team ready for the  
next normal?
Use this checklist to make sure your sales 
enablement approach can prepare your sales 
force to drive results for your business in 2021 
and beyond.

Learning
  Prepare team for remote selling.

90% of B2B sales are now remote, but 
human connection still matters. The 
sellers who will win in a virtual world are 
those who can best replicate the  
in-person buying and selling experience.

  Train sellers on how to deliver  
effective virtual presentations.
The virtual buying experience can be 
distracting. It’s harder to get and keep 
prospects’ attention during a virtual 
meeting vs. an in-person one. 

  Set up seller practice and  
role play sessions.
Virtual selling requires flexibility and 
extensive preparation since sellers  
have fewer opportunities to  
understand buyers. 

Content
  Organize sales collateral and  

make it available remotely.
When prospects’ situations are less 
predictable, reps have to be ready to 
meet different content and messaging 
needs at a moment’s notice—don’t  
make them search for it.

  Enable sellers to personalize  
content and outreach messages  
to differentiate themselves.
Standing apart from your competition  
is more difficult when you’re not able  
to meet in person. Ensure the content 
reps share is relevant, insightful, and 
sets your solution apart from the  
rest of the pack.

  Activate sales collateral with messaging, 
talk tracks, and win stories.
Highlight the best uses of content and 
recommend deal-specific content based 
on sales stage, competitors, and  
other factors.

55% of marketers don’t  
know which assets  
sales uses most.
(Kapost)
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Collaboration
  Make it easy for your team to share  

information and best practices with  
each other.
Sellers need up-to-the minute information 
to win deals—market conditions, customer 
insights, competitive intelligence, win/
loss stories. Harvest and share your 
teammates’ own experiences.

  Update tools to coach, review calls and 
presentations, and give feedback.
Virtual sellers have fewer opportunities to 
understand buyers—and this leaves more 
room for error. Make sure that managers 
can coach to individual needs to produce 
the best outcomes.

  Give sellers a way to tap into the  
expertise of subject matter experts.
It’s harder to learn from SMEs and share 
knowledge without in-person, informal 
connections. Use technology to replicate 
this experience as much as possible.

Insight
  Consolidate learning, coaching, collateral 

usage, and call performance analytics
Learn which sales conversation topics, 
learning content, and exercises are 
correlated with success.

  Determine which content is  
most and least effective
Know which sales content pieces are 
moving the needle and which ones  
aren’t working in the field.

  Analyze buyer engagement to 
tie actions with outcomes
Get an end-to-end view of the buyer’s 
journey and how content affects each 
stage of the pipeline. Then, optimize the 
selling process based on your findings.

More than half of 
salespeople rely on 
their peers to get tips 
for improving.  
(HubSpot)
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Modern Sales  
Enablement With Allego
Mastering sales enablement means investing in the 
tools your sellers need. You could cobble together 
multiple platforms with a range of capabilities, but the 
most efficient approach is having learning, content, 
collaboration, and insight all in one place. When you 
implement a robust sales enablement platform, you save 
time and resources and gain the ability to scale across 
your organization.

Allego is built for dynamic learning, communication, 
content sharing, and collaboration anytime, anywhere. 
You can empower your organization with mobile, 
interactive technology built for the way today’s virtual 
teams work—all through a single platform. Don’t get left 
behind by relying on outdated training and enablement 
approaches. See how Allego helps teams master the  
new world of virtual selling.

One-third of marketing and 
sales teams don’t talk regularly.  
(Kapost)
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Allego in Action
DJO Orthopedics’ Training Team Uses  
Allego as a Force Multiplier

Situation
DJO, a subsidiary of Colfax Corporation (NYSE: CFX), 
is a leading developer and distributor of high-quality 
medical devices that provide proven solutions 
for musculoskeletal health, joint reconstruction, 
vascular health, and pain management. Anne 
Lindley, DJO Orthopedics’ director of bracing and 
supports sales training, was a “one-woman show'' 
tasked with enabling a 300-member sales force.

Challenge
But as 2019 began, it was not the best of times for 
the world’s seventh-largest orthopedics company. 
Sales were down, morale was shaky, and product 
messaging was inconsistent. Lindley needed a way 
to train new hires just out of college as well as  
25-year veterans, roll out product messaging, and to 
do more with less. DJO used many different learning 
platforms that weren’t meeting the reps’ need for 
just-in-time learning.

Solution
With Allego, Lindley’s one-woman team finally had 
a single training solution that could tackle multiple 
issues—a learning tool that extended the reach and 
impact of her initiatives. 

Results
Today, Allego adoption by reps is near 100% and to 
date, there have been over 75,000 views of Allego 
content. Most important, sales are up by 24% in the 
cold therapy category and by 12% in the overall  
product category. 

"Allego allowed us to transform 
how we go to market, 
reinvigorate our sales force, 
drive this higher ASP product 
in a commodity market, take 
market share from a competitor, 
and then ultimately grow the 
business,” said Lindley. “I think 
our sales team is becoming more 
competent and feeling more 
comfortable in closing deals, not 
just servicing. Allego has been a 
great solution to meet the needs 
that we had, with the challenges 
we faced." 

Anne Lindley, DJO Orthopedics’ director 
of bracing and supports sales training
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About Allego: 

Transform your organization with mobile, interactive learning technology built for today’s distributed teams. Allego’s learning and enablement 
platform ensures that employees have the skills, knowledge, and content to accelerate team success. Instead of traditional onboarding and 
training approaches–which are rapidly outdated and quickly forgotten–hundreds of thousands of training, enablement, L&D, and customer-facing 
professionals use Allego to deliver the skills that employees need to succeed in today’s dynamic business environment.

To learn how Allego can help you accelerate  
training and enablement, request a demo today.

© 2020 Allego

www.allego.com   |   781.400.5671   |   salesinquiry@allego.com

https://www.allego.com/request-demo/

